FÉDÉRATION AÉRONAUTIQUE INTERNATIONALE
BALLOONING COMMISSION (CIA)
COMMISSION D’AEROStation

CIA Conference
Istanbul, Turkey, 13 March 2019, 16:10-18:00

Official’s Subcommittee Agenda

Members:
Steve Ireland (Australia) Chairman
Martine Besnainou (France)
Hiromi Furukawa (Japan)
Sanne Haarhuis (Netherlands)
Yury Mityagin (Russia)
Hiromori Soejima (Japan)
Li Tong (China)

1/ Roll call, apologies for absence

2/ Review Official’s SC 2018 minutes.

3/ Points for action from last years plenary
Migration of electronic notice board to FAI website.
FAI Identity cards instead of FAI Licence
Event debriefing questionnaire.

4/ Event directors list:
Review event director selection criteria.
Review event director applications.
Discuss event director currency.
Airship event directors.

5/ FAI Events 2019
Internationals:
Nationals:
Indication if with or without observers.

6/ Chief Officials list:
Discuss the relevance of a chief officials list.
Look into having an officials page on the CIA website.

7/ Items referred from elsewhere
Items referred to the SWG from Event Director’s and Jury President’s Reports, from other SCs or WGs before or during the CIA Meeting or discussions of items currently published on the CIA-Officials SC Forum.

8/ Any other business:

9/ Proposed Motions

10/ Election of 2019 SC Members and Chairperson.